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WELCOME TO OUR
NEWSLETTER!

Welcome to our Winter/Spring 2019
Food & Beverage Newsletter.
As Bob Dylan’s 1964 lyric prophetically
said, “The Times They Are A-Changin’’.
Canada legalized the recreational use of
cannabis in the fall of 2018. Cannabisinfused food and beverage products
will be legal by October 2019. This new
legislation has spawned a flurry of M&A
activity and the creation of strategic
joint ventures.
In the article “Why All The M&A Activity
in the Cannabis Market?”, our Valuations
Partner, Bruce Roher and Valuations
Manager, Meghan Haley, outline some
of the notable transactions that have
taken place involving Canadian food
and beverage and cannabis companies.
Learn how Canada’s leading beverage
companies including Molson Coors
Canada and Labatt Breweries of
Canada have partnered with cannabis
producers as part of their growth
strategy to develop cannabis-infused
beverages.
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An important objective of the founder
of a food or beverage company can be
the legacy of the business. In order to
increase the probability that the business
transitions to the next generation, it is
critical to start developing a succession
plan. In our article “Safeguarding Your
Business for Future Generations”, our
Assurance Partner, Ellis Orlan, explores
the key considerations in building a
succession plan that takes into account
future leadership, governance and
communication strategies.
In the “Road to Success” article, we
feature D&S Meats’ journey, starting
as small wholesale business and, after
23 years of growth, sold to Cardinal
Meat Specialists Limited. D&S Meats
illustrates some of the key aspects
encountered in the sale of the business
and the ways in which an entrepreneur
can use professional advisors to assist
with the sales process to maximize the
sale price.
The “Fast Facts, Trends and Recent
News” section sets out selected food
and beverage market transactions in
Canada and the United States from
August 2018 to January 2019.
We appreciate the opportunity to share
these articles, best practices, market
activity and trends within the food and
beverage sector. Thank you for your
readership and we hope you enjoy the
newsletter!

Ellis Orlan
Co-Chair
Food & Beverage Practice
eorlan@fullerllp.com

Bruce Roher
Co-Chair
Food & Beverage Practice
broher@fullerllp.com

WE’RE GOING DIGITAL!

This will be the last print edition of our Food and Beverage Newsletter.
We want to share more insights with you and reduce our environmental footprint. If you currently only
receive a hard copy of the Food and Beverage Newsletter and wish to continue to receive our content,
please send us an email at marketing@fullerllp.com clearly indicating your name and company.

WHY ALL THE M&A
ACTIVITY IN THE
CANNABIS MARKET?
On October 17, 2018, Canada became the first G7 country
to legalize marijuana for recreational use. According to U.S.
research firms, Arcview Market Research and BDS Analytics,
global consumer spending on cannabis will triple from its
current level to US $32 billion by 2022.
As beer, alcohol and tobacco sales volumes slow, companies
within these industries have been actively acquiring stakes in,
or partnering with, cannabis companies. Cannabis-infused
food and drink products will be lawful in Canada no later
than October 17, 2019, which is bound to further increase
M&A activity.
In October 2017, Constellation Brands, a leading beverage
alcohol company (best known for Corona beer and Robert
Mondavi wine) acquired a 10% stake in Canopy Growth
Corporation for $245 million. In August 2018, Constellation
Brands increased its ownership interest in Canopy to 38% for
$5 billion. There are clearly benefits to both companies.
Benefits to Constellation Brands:
1

Strategic growth – the alcoholic beverage industry is
mature, whereas the cannabis industry anticipates huge
growth. Traditional beer brands have been relatively
flat for several years and are under pressure from craft
and high-end beer competitors. Vivien Azer, managing
director and senior analyst research analyst specializing
in the beverage, tobacco, and cannabis sectors with
Cowen, wrote in an April 2018 note “Consumer survey
work suggests [about] 80% of consumers reduce
their alcohol consumption with cannabis in the mix.”

2

Differentiation – Canadian legalization of marijuana
drink products is expected in 2019.

Benefits to Canopy:
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1

Cash infusion – provides cash for strategic acquisitions
and supply agreements.

2

Cannabis-infused beverages – leverages Constellation
Brand’s product design, manufacturing, marketing and
distribution expertise, particularly as Canopy moves into
the cannabis-infused beverages segment.

In December 2018, Altria Group, a tobacco manufacturer which
has an ownership stake in Anheuser-Busch InBev NV (which
in turn owns SABMiller), acquired a 45% interest in Cronos
Group Inc., a cannabis grower in Toronto. The transaction
price was $2.4 billion and included a warrant for an additional
$1.4 billion, that if exercised, would result in Altria’s ownership
interest increasing to 55%. Altria paid a 33% premium to
Cronos Group’s November 30, 2018 closing price.

Province Brands of Canada is a Toronto-based company
which has created beer brewed from cannabis instead of
barley. In November 2018, Province Brands announced that
it has partnered with Lost Craft Beer, allowing Lost Craft Beer
to license Province Brand’s patent-pending technologies to
develop and brew non-alcoholic cannabis-brewed craft beer.
Province Brands is currently constructing a 123,00 square foot
manufacturing facility in Grimsby, Ontario.

Many Canadian beverage companies are developing cannabisinfused beverages by strategically creating joint ventures.

In December 2018, the parent company of Labatt Breweries
of Canada (Anheuser-Busch InBev), created a research joint
venture with cannabis producer Tilray Inc. to study nonalcohol beverages containing CBD and THC. CBD is the nonpsychoactive ingredient found in cannabis which is considered
more of a wellness ingredient, whereas THC is the chemical
that activates most of the psychological effects. It is expected
that the joint venture will ultimately result in drinks to sell on
the Canadian market.

In August 2018, Molson Coors Canada and The Hydropothecary
Corporation announced an agreement to create a joint venture
focused on non-alcoholic, cannabis-infused beverages for the
Canadian market. In Molson’s Q3 2018 conference call, Mark
R. Hunter, President and CEO, Molson Coors, describes the
potential size of the cannabis-infused beverage market:
“And clearly, there are lots of numbers which are being bandied
around with regard to the potential size of the cannabis market
in Canada. I think, if you take an average, then it suggests
that this market may be somewhere between $7 billion and
$10 billion in market value, with beverages between 20% and
30%. And that’s obviously non-alcoholic cannabis-infused
beverages. Even if you take the low end of that estimate, then
it suggests that the beverages segment could be circa $1.5
billion of value.”

Although public soft drink manufacturers have not yet entered
the cannabis market, PepsiCo and Coca-Cola have stated that
they are exploring this market. PepsiCo CFO Hugh Johnston
told CNBC “I think we’ll look at it critically, but I’m not prepared
to share any plans that we may have in the space right now,”
CNBC further reported that Coca-Cola has said that it is “closely
watching the growth of non-psychoactive CBD as an ingredient
in functional wellness beverages.”
Due to the massive growth potential of cannabis-infused
products, the robust M&A activity is expected to continue.

BY BRUCE ROHER, CPA, CA▪IFA, CBV, CFE

BY MEGHAN HALEY, CPA, CA, CBV

Bruce is a partner in Fuller Landau’s Valuations and Forensic
Accounting practice, and co-chair of the firm’s Food & Beverage
group. He can be reached at (416) 645-6526 or by email at
broher@fullerllp.com.

Meghan is a manager in Fuller Landau’s Valuations practice, and
is a member of the firm’s Food & Beverage group. She can be
reached at (416) 645-6511 or by email at mhaley@fullerllp.com.
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SAFEGUARDING
YOUR BUSINESS FOR
FUTURE GENERATIONS
Many companies in the food industry are family owned and
operated. Only one in three family businesses survive into the
second generation . Contributing to this discouraging statistic
is the failure to identify, prepare, and mentor a successor and
the lack of a clear governance structure. Both will leave your
business vulnerable to uncertainty and disruption, impacting
the financial stability of your family and other stakeholders.
Succession planning is both time-consuming and complex,
leaving many business owners wondering where to begin. Add
the discomfort of broaching difficult subjects with your family
like your death or disability and it inevitably takes a backseat
to more immediate concerns. The consequences of not having
a well-documented, well-communicated succession plan
could mean the difference between your company thriving
or failing when you retire. If you start working now with your
family to build a common vision for the business that clearly
communicates leadership roles, goals, and growth plans, you
increase the likelihood that your business will be among those
that survive into future generations.
Here we have outlined the key things to consider as you start
building your succession plan.

LEADERSHIP (WHO WILL YOUR PEOPLE FOLLOW?)
Perhaps the most critical decision you need to make is choosing
your successor. Waiting until the eve of your retirement is
unlikely to result in a smooth transition. The entire family
has to be in agreement with the decision and therefore, the
sooner this conversation takes place, the better for all involved.
Identifying your successor well ahead your retirement also
means you can evaluate their current skills and determine if
additional training and/or outside work experience is needed
before they take over. It allows for mentorship, providing the
opportunity for your successor to learn about the business
from the person who knows it best – you.
In some instances, the choice is obvious. You have a son or
daughter who has been working at your side for many years
and who knows the business inside out. But are they ready
and willing to take on a leadership role and make the difficult
decisions that come with that?
If you have more than one child, and particularly more than
one working in the business, picking a successor can be a
very difficult decision. Birth order has traditionally played into
the decision but he/she may not be the right person for the
job. Enlisting the help of an external party to participate in
the identification process is helpful because it removes the
likelihood that family biases impact the decision.
Additionally, it is important to remember that not all family
members are suited to work in the family business, and as
such, there will need to be a discussion with your family to
lay out who will have active and non-active roles. Nobody
relishes the idea of informing a family member that there is
no job for them in the business but that may be the reality. In
the end, their non-participation may benefit them more as the
business thrives under the leadership of others.

Golob, Leah “Ten reasons why family businesses fail.” The Globe and Mail,
March 3, 2018, https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/
small-business/sb-managing/ten-reasons-why-family-businesses-fail/
1

article4219703/.
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TRANSPARENCY (COMMUNICATION IS KEY)
Inasmuch as possible, have open and honest discussions
with family members as you move through this process. It is
important that everyone is aware of your succession plan and
that the family agrees with it as a whole. As your retirement
approaches, reach out to your customers and suppliers. A
well-communicated succession plan will give them peace of
mind that there will be minimal disruption to the business
as you transition out. Additionally, it is vital that you talk to
employees. They need to trust a strategy is in place that fosters
the health and longevity of the business, while minimizing risk
to their livelihoods.
GOVERNANCE (DECISION MAKING)

RETIREMENT (WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?)

Control of the business must ultimately rest with your
successor. The entire family cannot weigh in on each and
every decision because the chances of reaching a consensus
are marginal and the decision-making process will grind to
a halt. At times there will be decisions that require everyone
to participate so having a conflict resolution mechanism in
place is crucial. This will minimize family disagreements and
disruption to business operations. You will also need to clearly
define what roles and responsibilities other family members
and senior staff will take on and draft a contingency plan to
ensure the business survives in the case of illness, accidents,
or death.

What will your role be going forward? Giving up control is not
easy and may require a transition strategy for your benefit
as well as new management’s. A comprehensive transition
strategy will also include how you intend to fund your
retirement.

As you depart the business, and more family members get
involved in the day-to-day operations, think about whether the
company would benefit from having a board and if it should
consist solely of family or not. It’s prudent to consider the
appointment of outsiders because they can bring fresh ideas
and new perspectives as well as balance out family dynamics.
Having outsiders on the board is also beneficial when
discussing matters such as remuneration or dividend policy.
Often there are contrary opinions on whether money should
be reinvested into the business for growth or distributed to
shareholders. It could be the case that one sibling may believe
he/she should be paid more because they work the hardest.
Non-family board members can temper these discussions
by offering impartial advice and candid opinions, leading to
more productive conversations.

Careful succession planning will allow you to constructively
deal with the unexpected while preparing your business for
the future. Getting started early increases the probability
that your business will remain prosperous following your
departure and will continue to provide a lasting legacy for you
and your family.

BY ELLIS ORLAN, CPA (IL), CGMA
Ellis is a partner in Fuller Landau’s Outsourced Business Services
practice, and co-chair of the firm’s Food & Beverage group. He can
be reached at (416) 645-6568 or by email at eorlan@fullerllp.com.
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ROAD TO SUCCESS
D&S MEATS

The world works in mysterious ways, and sometimes things
just happen for a reason. Dan Milanovic couldn’t agree more.
The eldest son of two hard-working immigrants from the
former Yugoslavia, Dan (and his younger brother Sasha) grew
up in the family business. In 1974, his parents Radovan and
Ljubica opened a retail butcher shop called Juhor Meats,
at Gerrard and Coxwell in Toronto. They sold smoked meats
and imported groceries to the local old Yugoslav community,
including Serbians, Croatians, Bosnians, Macedonians, and
Slovanians. To their customers, Juhor Meats offered a little
taste of home and the business thrived. Over time, they began
making products that could be sold to restaurants, hotels, and
other large institutions, and by 1979, they had outgrown their
space and needed a bigger facility.
The business moved twice over the following 15 years,
eventually settling in Ajax, and transitioning from retail
into a Federally Inspected wholesale company supplying
government contracts. “It was a big change for our little familyrun business,” explains Dan. “We went from wooden butcher
block tables with sawdust on the floor to stainless steel
surfaces in a completely sterile environment.” By 1994, Dan’s
parents were ready to retire, and they sold off their customer
base. Things didn’t go smoothly, however, and within months,
customers who were unhappy began reaching out to Dan,
asking him to get back into the industry.
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“I had been thinking about pursuing a career in marine
biology,” says Dan, “but the Ministry of Natural Resources had
a hiring freeze at the time. It just wasn’t meant to be. I saw
an opportunity to restart the business, and I jumped in.” Dan
and Sasha got to work and began scouting for a location. They
found two industrial units in Ajax, and started construction
themselves, without any financing. One day, while in the midst
of construction, Dan walked into the bank covered in dirt,
still wearing his work boots, and asked to speak with a bank
manager to find out what was needed to obtain a loan. He
spent the next few weeks putting together a comprehensive
business plan and securing letters of commitment from
previous large accounts who were interested in continuing
to do business with him. When he went back to the bank to
secure next steps, the manager told him that the bank had
rejected the request, but she had personally overwritten
the decision and signed her approval. When Dan asked why,
she said “you came in covered in mud. I knew, the moment
I saw you, that you would work hard. Make me proud.” Dan
credits her for helping him get started, and so D&S Meats was
established in 1995.
The newly-founded wholesale business started with 6
employees in two units, and over the next 22 years, they
expanded into 8 additional units and grew to a staff of almost
50. Dan was at the helm of the business, as President/CEO, and
Sasha served as VP. As with their parents before them, their
reputation for providing quality meats – their peameal bacon
was especially popular – was widespread.
They began receiving calls from private equity firms and
potential strategic buyers who were interested in purchasing
the business, but quickly realized that these potential buyers
had no sense of the true value of their company. “It was
serendipitous that we happened to receive information in the
mail, last year, about Fuller Landau and their range of services.
We engaged Bruce Roher, partner, to do a formal valuation of
the company.”
At the time, a private equity firm had shown interest in buying
D&S, but Dan wasn’t sure if it would be a good fit. “We needed
an advisor with our best interests at heart – someone who
could help us understand the process and identify a potential
buyer whose vision for the business matched our own.” Bruce
put Dan in touch with Jonas Cohen, a M&A partner at Fuller
Landau. “Jonas vetted the private equity firm on our behalf
and found that they were looking to nickel-and-dime their
way through the deal,” recalls Dan.

It was an easy decision – Dan and his brother Sasha chose not to
pursue the offer. “Preserving our parent’s legacy was our main
goal,” he says. “We needed a buyer who would understand
that. We weren’t actively shopping our business around, but
thankfully, Jonas has a lot of contacts in the industry.”
In early 2018, Jonas was approached by a representative
of Cardinal Meat Specialists Limited, a family-run business
with over 65 years in the industry. Jonas, in turn, made the
introduction to Dan. “We each liked what we heard,” recalls
Dan. “We shared the same vision and core values. Everything
about it felt right.” Brent Cator, the President and CEO of
Cardinal, purchased 100% of the shares of D&S Meats, with
the condition that Dan stay on board. “Brent told me that he
wanted to give me the opportunity to do what I hadn’t yet
been able to do at D&S. I was like a kid in a candy store. If I
had been given a blank cheque to build my own plant from
scratch, it would look exactly like the one we have at Cardinal.”
Looking back on the deal, which closed less than a year ago,
Dan reflects that the experience took him on a rollercoaster
of emotions. “When you run your own business for 23 years,
you are the final decision maker. It’s a lot of responsibility and
stress,” he notes. “I was never able to really disconnect from
my work. When I sold the business, I lost some control, but I
gained back my life. I now have more time with my wife and
children, and that’s invaluable to me.”
Dan, and his wife Natalija, whom he says he would not have
survived without, have two children – a 16-year old daughter
named Mila, and a 12-year old son with autism, named Niko.
“Prior to the sale of my business, we held a couple galas to
raise money for Autism Ontario,” explains Dan. “We raised over
$150K in total. This year, we’ll be holding our third Niko’s Night
for Autism Gala. and it’s shaping up to be bigger and better
than ever.
So, what’s next for Dan? Is he counting down the days until
his commitment is finished so he can kick up his heels and
enjoy an early retirement? Or does he want to start up another
business of his own? “I’m a simple guy,” explains Dan. “I’m not
looking to jump around or start over. I’d love to retire from
Cardinal if they see value in having me there to keep growing
the business. I just enjoy making a solid contribution.”
To learn more about Cardinal Meat Specialists Limited, visit
www.cardinalmeats.com.
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FAST FACTS,
TRENDS
AND RECENT
TRANSACTIONS
(AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2018)

Enterprise value/EBITDA multiples of selected food manufacturers, distributors, grocery and super centres ranged from
8.7 to 21.4 with a median of 11.4 as at December 31, 2018.					
Selected Food Manufacturers,
Distributors, Grocery and Super Centres

Industry
Classification

Last 12 Months
Revenue (Millions)*

Enterprise Value
(Millions)*

Loblaw Companies Limited (TSX:L)

Grocery Stores
(Primary)

46,769.0

37,393.4

CAD

10.2

Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc.
(TSX:ATD.B)

Grocery Stores
(Primary)

76,749.6

48,450.2

CAD

11.5

Saputo, Inc. (TSX:SAP)

Food Products
(Primary)

12,454.4

17,687.3

CAD

14.7

Empire Company Limited (TSX:EMP.A)

Grocery Stores
(Primary)

24,690.7

8,903.8

CAD

8.8

Metro Inc. (TSX:MRU)

Grocery Stores
(Primary)

14,383.4

13,245.3

CAD

12.1

Maple Leaf Foods Inc. (TSX:MFI)

Food Products
(Primary)

3,478.4

3,464.6

CAD

11.4

Lassonde Industries Inc. (TSX:LAS.A)

Food Products
(Primary)

1,569.8

1,791.9

CAD

10.5

High Liner Foods Inc. (TSX:HLF)

Food Products
(Primary)

1,381.4

719.2

CAD

11.4

Premium Brands Holdings Corporation
(TSX:PBH)

Food Products
(Primary)

2,767.0

3,610.7

CAD

15.8

SunOpta Inc. (TSX:SOY)***

Food Products
(Primary)

1,593.5

1,218.6

CAD

21.4

Clearwater Seafoods Incorporated
(TSX:CLR)

Food Products
(Primary)

607.2

836.3

CAD

8.7

Costco Wholesale Corporation
(NasdaqGS:COST)**

Hypermarkets and
Super Centers

144,836.0

88,571.3

USD

15.0

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (NYSE:WMT)**

Hypermarkets and
Super Centers

511,879.0

330,385.0

USD

10.1

Median
*Source: Capital IQ

EV/
EBITDA*

11.4
**U.S. Public Company

***Capital IQ has not yet reviewed MD&A and footnotes for unusual charges.

DISCLAIMER: The information in this section has been provided by external sources and is subject to change. Fuller Landau LLP is not
responsible for the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of the information supplied by external sources. Readers wishing to rely upon this
information should consult directly with the source of the information.
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SELECTED CANADIAN TRANSACTIONS
Total Transaction
Value ($ millions)

Announced Date

Target/Issuer

Buyers/Investors

Sellers

September 24, 2018

Farm Boy Inc.

Sobeys Inc.

Berkshire Partners LLC

September 24, 2018

Assets Of Ethical Bean Coffee Company Ltd.

Kraft Canada Inc.

Ethical Bean Coffee Company Ltd.

September 28, 2018

Burcon NutraScience Corporation (TSX:BU) - a
22.45% stake

35 HKD

Firewood Elite Limited

PT International Development
Corporation Limited (SEHK:372)

October 2, 2018

Les Produits Alimentaires Viau Inc./Lacordaire
Investments Inc.

$215 CAD

Maple Leaf Foods Inc. (TSX:MFI)

Les Produits Alimentaires Viau Inc./
Lacordaire Investments Inc.

October 26, 2018

Activities Of F&A Dairy Products, Inc.

$111 CAD

Saputo Inc. (TSX:SAP)

F&A Dairy Products, Inc.

November 6, 2018

Canadian Natural Cheese Business of Kraft
Canada Inc.

$1,620 CAD

Parmalat Canada, Inc.

Kraft Canada Inc.

November 15, 2018

Backerhaus Veit Ltd.

Undisclosed

Swander Pace Capital

Veit Family

December 11, 2018

Giraffe Foods Inc.

Undisclosed

Graham Partners

Giraffe Foods Inc.

December 18, 2018

10828416 Canada Inc.

Upper Canyon Minerals Corp. (TSXV:UCM.H)

10828416 Canada Inc.

THL Equity Fund VIII Investors (PB), LLC

Post Holdings, Inc. (NYSE:POST)

Indiana Packers Corporation

Specialty Foods Group Income Fund

Premium Brands Holdings Corporation
(TSX:PBH)

The Ready Family

$800 CAD
Undisclosed

$11 CAD

SELECTED US TRANSACTIONS
August 2, 2018

Dakota Growers Pasta Company, Inc. - a 62.5%
stake

August 23, 2018

Specialty Foods Group, Inc.

September 4, 2018

Ready Seafood Co.

September 12, 2018

Pirate Brands, LLC

$420 USD

Amplify Snack Brands, Inc.

B&G Foods, Inc. (NYSE:BGS)

September 27, 2018

Core Nutrition, LLC - remaining 94.9% stake

$450 USD

Keurig Dr Pepper Inc. (NYSE:KDP)

Core Nutrition, LLC

October 15, 2018

Mountain Valley Spring Company

DSS Group, Inc.

Great Range Capital

October 16, 2018

Advanced Fresh Concepts Corp.

Zensho Holdings Co., Ltd. (TSE:7550)

Advanced Fresh Concepts Corp.

October 31, 2018

Health Warrior, Inc.

PepsiCo, Inc. (NasdaqGS:PEP)

Health Warrior, Inc.

November 5, 2018

Lamb Weston BSW, LLC - remaining 50.01% stake

Lamb Weston Holdings, Inc.

Ochoa AG Unlimited Foods, Inc.

November 7, 2018

Canyon Bakehouse LLC

Flowers Foods, Inc. (NYSE:FLO)

Canyon Bakehouse LLC

November 15, 2018

The Schwan Food Company, Inc. - an 80% stake

CJ Foods America Corp

Schwan Family

November 19, 2018

Blommer Chocolate Company

Fuji Oil Holdings Inc. (TSE:2607)

Bloomer Family

November 29, 2018

Frozen Specialties, Inc.

Bellisio Foods, Inc.

SPC Partners II,L.P.

November 29, 2018

Primal Nutrition, LLC

$200 USD

The Kraft Heinz Company (NasdaqGS:KHC)

Primal Nutrition, LLC

December 3, 2018

Morinda Holdings, Inc.

$100 USD

New Age Beverages Corporation
(NasdaqCM:NBEV)

Morinda Holdings, Inc.

December 7, 2018

Good Food Holdings, LLC

$280 USD

PK Retail Holdings Inc.

Good Food Holdings, LLC

December 10, 2018

Nutrisystem, Inc. (NasdaqGS:NTRI)

Tivity Health, Inc

Group of shareholders

December 14, 2018

Ariake U.S.A., Inc.

$176 USD

Kerry Inc.

Ariake Japan Co., Ltd.

January 23, 2019

Hans Kissle Company, LLC

$110 USD

Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (TSE:8031) and KENKO
Mayonnaise CO., Ltd. (TSE:2915)

Roche Family

January 25, 2019

iFresh Inc. - a 51% stake

HK Xu Ding Co, Limited

Long Deng

$250 USD
$31 USD
Undisclosed

$79 USD
$260 USD
Undisclosed
$91 USD
$210 USD
$1,800 USD
$750 USD
$16 USD

$1,400 USD

$7 USD
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QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?
Please contact our Marketing
team at marketing@fullerllp.com.

OUR FOOD &
BEVERAGE TEAM
JONAS COHEN
416-645-6574
jcohen@fullerllp.com
BENNIE ESPOSTO
905-561-2992
besposto@fullerllp.com
DAVID FILICE
416-645-6506
dfilice@fullerllp.com
MEGHAN HALEY
416-645-6511
mhaley@fullerllp.com
GORDON JESSUP
416-645-6508
gjessup@fullerllp.com
JEFFREY MANDELL
416-645-6509
jmandell@fullerllp.com
ELLIS ORLAN
416-645-6568
eorlan@fullerllp.com

OUR FOOD & BEVERAGE PRACTICE
Fuller Landau LLP is a leading, mid-sized accounting, tax, and advisory firm with
offices in Toronto and Hamilton, and a long-standing reputation for excellence
behind our name. We work closely with our clients to build value, protect wealth,
and generate sustainable results.
We know that being in business within the Food & Beverage industry presents a
unique set of challenges: consumer needs and preferences are constantly changing,
the costs of raw materials and food ingredients are on the rise, the regulatory
environment has become increasingly complex, and inventory and logistics need to
be managed effectively. The Fuller Landau team has hands-on experience providing
practical insight and value-added service to companies just like yours.

BRUCE ROHER
416-645-6526
broher@fullerllp.com

FULLER LANDAU LLP
151 Bloor Street West
12th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 1S4
416-645-6500
45 Goderich Road
Unit 11
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada L8E 4W8
905-561-2992
www.fullerllp.com

